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Abstract
Cars, airplanes, buildings, robots, ..., in many domains, cyber-physical systems have become pervasive, where control tasks implemented in embedded software are deployed onto distributed hardware platforms and closely interact with the physical environment. The design complexity of these systems is growing rapidly due to the increase of their scale, functionality and heterogeneity, as well as more requirements on their real-time performance, reliability, energy consumption, time-to-market and security. To address these challenges, a new set of design automation methods and tools are needed for the modeling, synthesis, and verification of cyber-physical systems.

In this talk, I will present our work on model-based design and synthesis of automotive electronic systems and energy-efficient buildings. I will first introduce our approaches on generating software tasks from functional models and mapping these tasks onto multicore and distributed automotive embedded platforms. These synthesis approaches guarantee functional correctness while addressing a variety of design metrics including real-time performance, fault tolerance, extensibility, modularity, reusability, memory usage, and security. I will then talk about our work on intelligent building energy management and its integration with grid-level optimization.
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